
Usage manual 

  

1.      Features： 

Built in new motion function: Crazy fire function - press the trigger and flick your controller to 

the right or left. It's like holding a machine gun and spraying the whole area with bullets. Feel 

crazy and exciting. 

Three new D-pads: one of them is the new design D pad for easy to use with the fighting game. 

Includes two (2) chrome D-pad with LED light and one (1) crystal D-pad with LED light. 

New diamond shaped Guide key – the diamond shape GUIDE key will emit the brilliant 

light once lit up. 

The auto fire function on two triggers buttons are enabled.  

Includes four (4) LED analog thumb sticks (2pcs of Concave and 2pcs of Convex) and LED kit 

set to light up all buttons. 

2.Package includes: 

A: X1 wireless shell 

B:PCB board 

C: 2pcs of screw drivers 

D:Three sets of D pad ,and 4pcs of analog sticks (2pcs of Concave and 2pcs of Convex) 

E:4pcs of screws 

F:RT and LT buttons 

http://www.xcm.cc/X1-diamond.wmv


 

3.installation 

The Xbox 360 wireless controller has 3 different versions, please check before 

installation.  

A: The version 3 of Xbox 360™ wireless controllers. 

 



（1）Place the PCB of X1 to the 360 wireless controller board. 

 

 (2) solder these 4 points 

 

 



（3）Soldering points 

As shown on the pictures (G, H, I), solder the providing wires to its 

place. 

G zone for Green wire, H zone for Red wire, i Zone for Black wire. 

 

  

 



 

 

 

 



（4）Remove the sticker of the double-side tape. 

 

（5）Stick these 2 round PCB to the arrow indicated area and solder up these 4 

points (white circle indicated) 

 

  



(6) Use the Double Sided Adhesive tape to fix the cable ,after that install the left and right 

analog sticks, place the PCB to the X1 controller top shell ,then plug the flat soft cable to the 

socket (As shown on the picture) 

 

 


